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A B B R E V I A T I O N S 
D - C P A D-Chlo ro -p rop ion ic acid 
L - B r o t h / A g a r L u r i a B r o t h / A g a r -
p- P lasmid-free cell 
P + Pla.smid-bearing cell 
S2-Bro th / A g a r Seed-2 B r o t h / A g a r 
Strep. S t rep tomycin 
A B S T R A C T 
T h e gene for the enzyme D - C P A dehalogenase has been cloned in to a mul t i -copy 
p la smid t o p roduce the vector ] )TB316 . I t was t ransformed i n t o two strains of Pseu-
domonas putida , A J l - 2 3 and N C I B 1 1 7 6 7 in the hope of increasing produc t ion of 
th i s enzyme. T h e clones w i l l be cu l tu red i n a continuous fermenter in a media not 
con ta in ing the an t ib io t i c . 
I n the absence of an t ib io t i c selection the p lasmid is stable in the host bu t is unstable 
i n cont inuous f e r m e n t a t i o n . T h e i n s t a b i l i t y was iden t i f i ed as segregational using re-
s t r i c t i o n m a p p i n g and Southern blots . I t is caused by the high levels of cons t i tu t ive 
gene expression i n the clone; as a result a popu la t i on of faster g rowing segregants 
rise to predominance i n the fermenter . T w o fermenta t ions were o]3erated bu t were 
abandoned due to technical problems. C'alculat ing the degree of p lasmid ins tab i l i ty 
was therefore done in repea.ted shake flask cul ture . F r o m these results i t was found 
t h a t the cells lose the p lasmid w i t h i n 90 h . S t ra in 316NCIB11 767 is very unstable and 
also develops n a t u r a l an t ib io t i c reistance to strep, very readily. T h e add i t ion of the 
substrate analogue, M C A , to a shake flask cu l ture of 316 A J l - 2 3 resulted in the sta-
b ihsa t ion of the p lasmid over a per iod o f 190 hours. MC.4 is converted to glycollate , 
a toxic ] ) roduct in high concentrat ions. C!onclusions regarding this observation are 
t en ta t ive since l i t t l e is known of the organisms ]:)hysiology bu t i t may be possible tha t 
the M C A represses gene a.ctivity thereby s tabi l is ing the p lasmid. Al te rna t ive ly , either 
a. glycolla.t.e-tolerant mutan t ha.s risen in the ]:)opu]a.tion, or a, more stable variant has 
arisen, i r respect ive of the presence of M C A in the m e d i u m 
]i is suggested tha t i.he p lasmid is p robab ly l?est stabilised by the insertion of a 
regula.ta.ble j u i ' i i i ' i i e r such as the t empera tu re promoters PRondPi, of A and the 
fermenta. t ion o].)erat.ed as a two-sta.ge system sepa.ra.ting the active g rowth j^liase f r o m 
the a r t i ve gene expression phase a.s suggested by Seigel and R y u (1986) and Sayadi 
ci 0.1 (1987). 
C h a p t e r 1: I N T R O D U C T I O N 
1.1 R E C O M B I N A N T D N A T E C H N O L O G Y A N D I N D U S T R I A L F E R -
M E N T A T I O N S 
Recombinan t D N A Technology involves the t ransfer and propaga t ion of nucleic acid 
m a t e r i a l , n o r m a l l y D N A , f r o m one organism to another unrelated organism. The 
i m p o r t a n t fac tor is the p ropaga t ion of the fore ign D N A and th is can o n l y be achieved i f 
the D N A can be ef fec t ive ly repl icated and inher i t ed . Therefore the D N A is transferred 
by means of a se l f - rephcat ing vector such as a p lasmid or a bacteriophage such as 
L a m b d a . T h e success in this field over the past decade has been considerable but 
mainly on a l a b o r a t o r y scale. T h e imjDact that these techniques are l ike ly to have on 
i n d u s t r i a l f e rmenta t ions are only now be ing realised, not due to the unsu i t ab i l i t y of the 
techniques bu t simply because the techniques had to be develo]Ded and f o u n d effective 
before applying t h e m to the industrial pilot and production scale (Zabr iskie & Arcu r i 
1986). I ndus t r i a l f e rmenta t ions such as an t ib io t i c p r o d u t i o n , brewing, enzymes and 
d r u g nianufa.ci.ure are constantly seeking new higher p roduc ing strains which w i l l 
increase ] ) roduc t ]on , decrea,sing costs a.nd improve process efficiencies, mak ing them 
compe t i t i ve w i t h the equivalent chemical synthesis processes. 
Inser t ion of foreign D N A in to a bac te r ium such as E.coli wih result in the product ion 
of a new foreign p ro t e in at higher yields a.nd lower costs. Th i s novel product market 
has grea,t po ten t ia l . Since the first c loning of the human insul in gene i n E.coli more 
]3roducts have ar r ived on the market . Insu l in is now j j roduced in the yeast So-ccha-
roriiyces ccretnsi.uc , h u m a n growth hormone, interferon and vaccines are ]5roduced in 
a vvide va.riety of l:)acteria and f u n g i . 
These m a n i p u l a t i o n s make a great demand on cel lular processes. T h e cell has t o repl i -
cate and s tably m a i n t a i n the p lasmid , therefore a heavy burden is placed on t l i e cell's 
m e t a b o l i s m , especially i f the process requires the a m p l i f i c a t i o n of an entire metabol ic 
pa thway ; as a resul t a cell's metabohc intermediates can be r ap id ly depleted dur-
ing ove rp roduc t i on . F i n a l l y the large scale on wh ich many of these fermentat ions 
w o u l d be required to operate at w-ould mean t h a t the p lasmid must be stable over 
m a n y generations. P l a s m i d i n s t a b i l i t y can create many problems f o r fermentat ions 
at smal l scale as wel l as large scale. P lasmid s t ab i l i t y can be defined as the ab i l i t y of 
a, t r ans fo rmed cell t o mainta.in a j^lasmid unchanged du r ing thei r g rowth and man i -
fes t ing the i r pheno typ ic characteristics ( I m m a n a k a and A i b a 1981 j . Since plasmids 
are inva r i ab ly the vectors used in these processes thei r f requent i n s t ab i l i t y can reduce 
j j r o d u c t levels, have a negative impac t on specific i m p o r t a n t proteins and increase 
costs on a large scale fe rmenta t ions since the g r o w t h media is being consumed by 
non-produc t ive cells (Ensley 1986). 
1.2 P L A S M I D S : S T R U C T L I R E A N D F U N C T I O N . 
Plasmids are au tonomous , self-repl icat ing elements found in procaryotes and some 
lower eucaryotes such as yeast. These elements are invar iab ly composed of dsDN.A 
and contain genes fo r dispensible but advantageous cha.racteristics such as an t ib io t ic 
resista.nce. t o x i n p r o d u c t i o n and the F fac tor which allows ba.cteria to conjugate, thus 
t r ans fe r r ing genetic in forma. t ion . The pseudomonads also have a range of degrada-
t ive plasmids vv'hich allow them to metabolise a wide ra,nge of orga,nic compounds. 
Plasmids exist i n the cell as either a single copy or as a m u l t i p l e copy, this copy 
number is de ter rnmed genetical ly by the Pla.smid. Rej j l i ca t ion of the plasmid can be 
i ndependan t of the genome, i.e. relaxed or under con t ro l of the genome, str ingent. 
L o w copy n u m b e r plasmids ( 1-5 copies/cel l ) are n o r m a l l y s tr ingent and in termediate 
(20-60 copies /ce l l ) and h igh copy number ( > 60 copies/cell) are no rma l ly relaxed. 
Se l f - rep l ica t ion is regulated by an i n h i b i t i o n mechanism and jj lasnuds are capable 
of cor rec t ing stochastic fluctuations by ensuring t h a t copy number and repl icat ion 
ra te i n i n d i v i d u a l cells are inversely p r o p o r t i o n a l (Novick 1987). Plasmids should be 
i n h e r i t e d w i t h reasonably h igh fidelity; in the case of h igh copy number plasmids the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n i n t o daughter cells is a t t a ined by stochastic d i s t r i b u t i o n of the plasmids. 
However in the case of the low copy number plasmids, where i t is possible that the 
p l a s m i d f ree cells ca.n arise at cell d iv i s ion , d i s t r i b u t i o n is achieved by a p a r t i t i o n i n g 
sequence, par a 270 bp sequence w h i c h acts i n a cis loca t ion to ensure the even d i s t r i -
b u t i o n of p lasmids a,t cell d iv i s ion . I ts f u n c t i o n is ent i re ly independa.nt of repl icat ion 
(Meacock and Cohen 1980). 
Since pla.smids are dispensible elements, they can be unstable i n an environment 
where there is no selective advantage to the i r maintenance. T h e ins t ab i l i t y of plasmids 
takes t w o fo rms : segregational and s t r u c t u r a l . Segregational ins t ab i l i t y is the fa i lu re 
of the j3]a.smid t o segregate at cell d iv i s ion whereas, s t ruc tu ra l ins tab ih ty is the loss 
of pla.smid i n t e g r i t y due to inser t ion , delet ion or rearrangement of the plasinid genes. 
P las iu id s t a b i l i t y is best s tudied in continuous cu l ture because m a x i m u m growth 
ra te , (jim.ax), and I m n t i u g nu t r i en t uptake ( K s ) , the two most i m p o r t a n t parameters 
m an orga.nism's physiology in a cont inuous fermenter, can be ma,ni]nilated, thereby 
a,fl"ecting the g rowth of the organism to produce one which is fitter and more adapted 
to survive (Pr imrose ei a.l 1984) B a t c h cu l ture can produce ambiguous results which 
could be a t t r i b u t e d to organism g i \ ' W t l i bu t could also be a t t r i bu t ed to nut r ient 
exhaus t ion . T h e fa i lu re of a p l a smid to be successfully pa r t i t i oned at cell d iv is ion is 
due to i n t e rna l factors such as host s t ra in type, physiology and genotype and external 
factors such as ava i l ab i l i t y of nu t r i en t s and d i l u t i o n rate. T h e genetics of the pl'asmid 
also in te rac t w i t h the alrea.dy ment ioned factors to de termine i ts s tabi l i ty . 
1.3 S E G R E G A T I O N A L I N S T A B I L I T Y : 
Th i s f o r m of i n s t a b i l i t y as a f u n c t i o n of the envi ronment and as a prerequisite for 
genetic m a n i p u l a t i o n has been extensively studied in chemostat cul ture , first of all 
w i t h the n a t u r a l occur ing plasmids and secondly' w i t h the recombinant plasmids. The 
b u l k of the work has been done using E.coli Jones et al 1980; Jones and M e l l i n g 
1984; G o d w i n and Slater 1979; VVouters ct al 1980; Cau lco t t et al 1985. However 
exper iments have also been done using Pseudonionas putida : Kesliavarz ei al 1986 
and Bacillus subtilis ; Pinches et aJ 1987. 
1 . 3 . 1 . S e g r e g a t i o n a l I n s t a b i l i t y d u e t o D i f f e r e n c e s i n C-Jrowth R a t e s . 
Cells con ta in ing high copy number plasmids, either recombinant or na tu ra l , when cul-
t u r e d in a chemostat w i t h no selection pressures w i l l s tar t to lose pla,smid; as a result 
a popula,tion of faster g r o w i n g p lasmid free " segregants " w i l l arise. G r o w t h rate is 
faster due to the reduced amounts of cellular D N A . ; a l lowing the energy f r o m cellular 
me tabohsm to be channeled i n t o active g r c w t h f ( i odvv in a,nd Slater 1979), (Engberg 
and N o r d s t r o m 1979). High co]3y number jDlasnuds such a.s the C o l E l t y j j e plasmids 
were cu l tu red under various forms of nu tnen i l i m i t a t i o n by Jones et al (1980). T h e 
segregative fidelity of these plasmids is ex]jected to be h igh and indeed for several such 
as p D S l ] 0 9 a.nd R P i this \va,s the case, no plasmid free segregants were observed af ter 
120 generations of g rowth . .However the plasmids pAdBO a.nd pBR322 were lost early 
10 
f r o m the cu l tu re no ma t t e r wha t the k i n d of l i m i t a t i o n . Agarose gel electrophoresis 
revealed t h a t there had been a drop in copy number of these plasmids brought about 
by n u t r i e n t l i m i t a t i o n , th is had meant tha,t the p lasmid then had segregated incor-
r ec t ly a l lowing a p o p u l a t i o n of faster g rowing segregants to arise. I t could therefore be 
s ta ted t h a t a l t h o u g h m a x i m u m copy number is a f u n c t i o n of the p lasmid genotype the 
ac tua l copy number ma,y be a response to the phenotyp ic pressure of the environment . 
Fu r the r experiments on p B R 3 2 2 rela ted plasmids i n a chemostat using glucose, phos-
pha te and magnes ium l i m i t a t i o n s demonstra ted tha.t phosphate l i m i t a t i o n resulted in 
t h e greatest degree of p lasmid loss, due t o the copy number and p lasmid rephcation 
be ing affected by the reduc t ion in available mater ia ls such as d N T P ' s (Jones and 
M e l l i n g 1984). A l t e r i n g the d i l u t i o n rate in the chemostat can also a.ffec.t the s tabi l i ty 
of the plasmid-. A t lower d i l u t i o n ra.tes D = OAh~^ the plasmid-bear ing cells P~^ cells 
are less compe t i t i ve than thei r p lasmid free P~ counterparts leading t o an increase 
i n the rise of the p l a smid free segregants in the p o p u l a t i o n . A p a r t f r o m considering 
the m a x i m u m sj jccif ic g r o w t h rate i t is also i m p o r t a n t to consider the compet i t ion 
f o r l i m i t i n g nu t r i en t , w i t h p lasmid bearing cells hav ing a possible lower a f f in i ty for 
t he h m i t i n g nu t r i en t (Woute rs et al 1980). T h e T O L plasmid of P. putida contains 
the genes fo r the degradat ion f o r several organic comj jounds , such as toluene and 
xylene . It- is also capable of metabol i s ing benzoate v ia the lyieta -cleavage pathway, 
there is also an a l t e rna t ive chromosomal ly control led ortho -cleavage pathway. These 
organisms when grown under benzoate l i n n t a t i o n ]3roduce a high frequency ofTOL~ 
segrega.nts, suggesting a. selective advantage fo r the oriho ]3athvva.y. Ba tch culture 
revealed tha.t there was no s]>ecific g rowth rate advantage l:)etvveen the P"*" and the 
P~ cells, the authors suggested a,s one jjossible reason for this could be tha t there 
,s a. d i f ferent regula t ion mechanism between the two paths, a f l i n i t y f o r the l i m i t -
n 
wa,s 
i n g n u t r i e n t could be greater w i t h the ortho pa th g i v i n g the segregants a selective 
advantage.(Kesha.varz et al 1985). T h e s t ab i l i t y of the p lasmid and its copj ' number 
wh i l e affected by the env i ronment are also de termined by the host s t ra in physiology 
p la smid cons t ruc t ion and p lasmid genotype. Plasmids of pBR322 such as p A T l 5 3 
were n o t a b l y stable fo r over 100 generations m E.coli s t ra in K12 under all l imita. t ions 
yet i t was la ter documented as being unstable i n E.coli s t rain W5445 and stable in 
s t r a in H B l O l (Jones and M e h i n g 1984 ) 
1.3.2 S e g r e g a t i v e i n s t a b i l i t y d u e t o d e f e c t i v e p a r t i t i o n i n g . 
L o w copy number plasmids rely on the yar sequences of the plasmids to direct 
proper p a r t i t i o n i n g at cell d iv i s ion , these sequences are not a.s necessary in h igh copy 
numbers due to the t i uan t i t y of plasmid ma te r i a l . However co]3y number can very 
considerably depending on host cell g r o w t h and condit ions of nu t r i en t l i m i t a t i o n , 
therefore i t is no t possible to rely on solel}? h igh copy number to ensure p a r t i t i o n i n g 
of cells (Engberg and N o r d s t r o m 1979), (Jones et a.l 1980 ) Likewise plasmids which 
have been man ipu l a t ed by inser t ion of fore ign D N A can have disru])ted -par sequences 
vv^hich become unstable. (Cau lco t t ct al 1985). 
T h e T O L plasmids of P. putida also become unstable th rough defective p a r t i t i o n i n g 
wdien cu l tu red under benzoate l i m i t a t i o n and was one ex]3lana.1 ion offered by Ke-
shavarz et al (1985) to ex j j l a in the lack of specific g r o w t h rate advantage between 
the P+a.ndP- cells. 
L o w copy number plasmids are afl'ected by difl 'erent nut.rient l imi ta t ions compared to 
h igh copy number ones, (^aulcott et al (1987) noted t h a t the pla.smid pHSG415 (low 
co]3y n u m b e r i was stable under condi t ions of glucose, ma.gnesium and phos])liate 
12 
l i m i t a t i o n s , un l ike h igh copy number ones. However this p lasmid was unstable under 
sulphate l i m i t a t i o n . Fu r the rmore p a r t i t i o n i n g is not a complete ly r andom process 
since there are considerable var ia t ions i n the kinetics of p lasmid loss under the variety 
of cu l tu re condi t ions used. They suggest t h a t the effect t ha t some plasmids exert on 
the i r host m e t a b o l i s m is s ignif icant or, a l ternat ively, there may be a relat ionship 
between nu t r i en t condi t ions under wh ich the host is grown and the copy number, as 
was observed by Seigel and R h u (1985) who stated tha t copy number was inversely 
p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t he host cell g r o w t h rate . 
1.4. S T R U C T U R A L I N S T A B I L I T Y I N P L A S M I D S . 
S t r u c t u r a l i n s t a b i l i t y is perhaps a more insidious f o r m of i n s t ab i l i t y since the ini]3or-
t a j i t gene may be deleted bt i t the marker w i l l continue to f u n c t i o n . Frequently the 
recombinant gene i n question is deleted f r o m the p lasmid and i t is thought to occur 
by r ecombina t ion at regions of homology betv^/een small direct repeats. (Cohen ct al 
1978 ) ( H a h n and D u b n a u 1985). Delet ions are not r andom bu t are made at specif-
ica l ly defined locat ions on the p lasmid ; p H V l 5 - l , a h y b r i d of pBR322 and p G l 9 4 - l 
generates deletions t h r o u g h a S tem-Loop Structure which fo rms at the regions of 
homology. (Alonso a,nd Trautner 1985). The length of homology is impor t an t in de-
t e r m i n i n g the incidence of deletion beca.use single base subst i tu t ions reduce the extent 
of homology and thereby reduce the incidence of deletion. ( .Alber t in i cl at 1982 1. 
Fu r the rmore deleted plasmids can be posi t ively selected ior resul t ing in their stable 
maintenance i n a po])u]a.tion. Addi t . ion of chloramphenicol to a med ium containing 
Strcpiococcous pn.ciimoni.ae w i t h the h y b r i d plasmid ]3JS37 results m deletions due 
to r ecombina t ion in area,s of short d i rec t repeats.One of the resul t ing plasmids had 
a dele t ion at a po in t w h i c h sequestered the r ibosome b i n d i n g site of the C A T gene 
(ch lo ramphen ico l acetyl transferase), render ing the this enzyme p roduc t ion cons t i tu-
t ive hence the ch loramphenico l resistant s t ra in rose to ]3redominanc.e (Ballaster et a,l 
1986). 
T h e T O L plasmids of Ps putida. also demonstra te s t ruc tu ra l i n s t ab i l i t y due to dele-
t ions (Wil l ia .ms et al 1988) The deletions, generated du r ing benzoate l i m i t a t i o n result 
i n the loss of the catabol ic gene f u n c t i o n , therefore the ortho pa th is ut i l ised resul t ing 
in the pos i t ive selection of these faster g rowing cehs. 
1.5. A M A T H E A d A T I C A L M O D E L F O R P L A S M I D I N S T A B I L I T Y . 
I t is possible to use m a t h e m a t i c a l models to describe and predict plasmid s tabi l i ty . 
I t can be assumed t h a t 
1 . w i t h j i l a s m i d i n s t a b i l i t y the phenotypic expression is lost 
2 . T h e host cells are g rowing exponent ia l ly and 
3 . Cells are deprived of the pla.smid w i t h a p robab ih ty of p divisions per host cell. 
Th i s f ac to r is affected by the factors already mentioned i.e. host genetic make-up 
etc. The coefficient a is the r a t io of g rowth rates of P~^andP" cells ie. //." : / /~ and 
represents the metabol ic burden on the host cells. For values oi a ^1 the rela.tive loss 
of p la smkl increases. T h e f r a c t i o n of P'^ cefis, designa.ted F , over n generations can 
be related to o: and p by the f o i l w ing equation 
1 - o: — 77 
f — L I I 
" ] - fv - p2"( 
Tak ing n as 25 and ]:)lottmg the rejationshi]3 between Fn and Q: w i t h p as the parameter 
J4 




Fig .1 .1 From I m m a n a k a and A i b a (1981) A m o u n t of P"*" cells p lo t t ed against g rowth 
ra.te r a t i o a w i t h i^robabi l i ty as the parameter 
T h e number of P^ cells r a p i d l y deteriorates as a increases f r o m 1-2 and is more 
m a r k e d at high p values ( I m m a n a k a and A i b a 1981). This model was expanded 
by Ol l i s and C'hang (1982) t.o take in to account ]:)roduct f o r m a t i o n and substrate 
consum]-)tion. Solut ions t.o t.heir equations indicate the impor tance of (lie inoculum 
p u r i t y 
- (I i l l en the better the esi .K-ciallv at scale-up. The higher the inocu lum purit.y i.e. 
substrai . r consumi3t,on and the higher the product fo rma t ion and the fewer number 
of p lasn i id free cells. 
A n alternative model has been recently developed by Cooper et al (1987) in which 
i t is possible to calculate the form of the instability, segregational or instability due 
to differences in growth rate. These two parameters are denoted, R for segregaLional 
instability arid is better described as the rate of conversion from which P~ cells 
arise f rom cells, djj. is the difference in growth rates (/./." — n^^). Most models of 
]3lasmid instability when plotted wil l include a straight line section which if converted 
to the natural log, In-p , and plotted against number of generations wi l l yield a more 
substantially straight section f rom which i t is possible to calculate d^. and R. For 
values of CZ/J. > > i? i t can be described as segregation due to differences in growth rate. 
For values of djj. < R i t can be described as segregation due to faulty partitioning. 
This system is extrejnely sensitive and using a linear regression model can give values 
of dp. and R within 95% confidence hmits. 
1.6. M E T H O D S O F I N C R E A S I N G P L A S M I D S T A B I L I T Y 
The causes of plasmid instability can be a complex interaction of factors invariably 
wi th one outcome, the rise of a plasmid-free segregant population. To prevent insta-
bi l i ty arising two approaches can be used: 
1..Selective C'ontrols 
2. Non-selective controls. 
1.6.1. Selective Controls . 
Plasmids v v i l l remain s t n l / i e as long as they are under conditions where they possess 
the selective adva.nta.ge. Antibiotic resistance is a vvidely used selective marker in 
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sha,ke flask and small scale fermentations and provided the organism does not develop 
antibiotic resistance at the genome level, selection should be strong. However the 
expense of supplying large quantities of antibiotic in a fermenter would be very high 
and the environmental implication of releasing such resistant organisms would also 
have to be considered. Furthermore residual antibiotic in the product might make i t 
unacceptable and there would be possible allergen risks (Meyer 1986 ). 
An alternative selective agent would be the use of an auxotrophic marker, i.e. the in-
sertion of a gene into the plasmid which would complement a mutation of an essential 
gene on the host chromosome. This was the case in I.C.I.'s production of Single Cell 
Protein using Methylophihs methylotrophus . This organism normally utilises ammo-
nia via the ATP-dejjendant glutamine synthetase pathway. A glutamate auxotroph 
wa.s transformed wi th a plasmid containing the gluta.ma.te dehydrogenase gene from 
E.colt which is utilised in the ATP-independant glutamine synthase pathway, as a 
result the carbon conversion of the process uicrea,sed 4-7%, which on a large scale is 
very significai]t. The plasmid was maintained because of the ATP saving advantage 
conferred on the recombinant organism, the antibiotic resistance markers however 
were rapidly lost (Powell and Byrom 1983). 
1.6.2. Non-selective methods . 
1.6.2.]. Addit ion of a Serjuence . 
The fuJH 'tion of the par elemeiit has already been outlined. Low co])y numl^er ]Dlas-
mids require it for elfective jjartitioning however high copy number ]3lasniids ha.ve 
theoreticaJlv no requirement for such a function. The insertion of this 270bp frag-
ment into a,n unstable plasmid will increase the stability of the pla.smid substa.ntially. 
A -par seciuence m pBR322 carrying the trp operon resulted in a 3-10 fold increase m 
instability for the plasmid. Therefore a high copy number plasmid can benefit f rom 
these elements. (Skogman et al 1983). The effect i i i a low copy number plasmid is 
more marked ; an insertion into an R l plasmid by Larsen et a.l (1984) gave a 100 fold 
increase in stability when the plasmid was kept at the low copy number temperature 
of 30 C. 
1.6.2.ii. Control of Gene Express ion 
Recombinant D N A mserted into a multi-copy plasmid will produce an increased 
amount of product. (Ul in and Nordstrom 1979). Therefore to increase the pro-
duction of a particular process a high copy number plasmid should be used. This 
however is not always the case; i t can be due to the rate hmiting step in the process 
being at tra,nscriptiona.l or tra.nslationa.1 level vi?here the build up of gene product may 
affect the sta.bility of the plasmid, or alternatively i t could be that high copy number 
plasmids are unstable due to the metabolic burden placed on the cells. Tryptophan 
biosynthesis is under strictly regulated control, however attempts to amplify exj^res-
sion mE.coli by transferring a plasmid bearing the enzymes to a mutant lacking the 
repressor resulted in a 90% loss of plasmid under certain conditions (Herschfield et al 
J 974). A similar result wa.s found by Rood et al (1980) using the tyrosine operon in 
a mutarit lacking a tyr rej^ressor. This a.j^parently defeats the purpose of the whole 
recombinant DNA exercise, but a possible solution is to place a regulatory control 
mechanism on the process. This is done by using inducible promoters such as the la.c 
or t.he t/rp promoters vv'hich are regula.ted I.)y media ma.nipula.tions or the Pi and Pj^ 
promoter of ,A which are regulated by iemjTora.ture (Ulin e/ a.l 1979 ). Active growth 
is 
can be separated f rom the production phase and that way there is unlikely to l^ e any 
growth rate advantage offered to the cells. Seigel and Rhu (1985) found that dere-
pression of the PL promoter marked the starting point for the onset of segregational 
instabili ty in their production of Tryptophan Synthetase. A two stage continuous 
fermentation was then used, the organism was grown to a suitable cell density at 
30 C, at which point the promoter is repressed, the temperature was then raised to 
42 C and the promoter was then derepressed and production went ahead. Similarly 
in the production of Met-prochymosin, Caulcott et al (1985) found the use of the 
trp promoter to be ineffective due to " leakiness " however, production improved 
markedly when the Pi promoter w'as used. The use of these promoters does not 
eradicate the instability. In fact with the two-stage fermentation derepression at the 
higher tenrpera.ture did decrease the stability, however the activity in the fermenter 
was just as high and ran twice as long. 
More l ecently this system has been improved by immobilisation of the cells in karageen. 
Recombinant cells are more sta,ble when immobilised (Nasri et al 1987). Sayadi ei al 
(1987) has taken the two stage fermentation system a step further by immobilising 
the cells a.t sta.ge 1, the most unstable part of the process. The cells are still under 
a tem]3erature control and are repressed at 30 C' in the first stage. The dilution rate 
is very high: o.'Zh"^ and the released cells are wa.shed out of the fermenier and are 
tlierefore unal'.)le to divide, thereby preventing the rise of segregants in the popula-
tion. Cells are released into the second stage which operates at 42 C' and the system 
becomes dere];)ressed and jjroductiou commences. Sayadi used the xylE gene of Ps 
puiidu in E.colt. and found tha.t ]:)lasmKl stability was 100% m stage 1 after 400 
generations. Likewise stability at stage 2 was very high. 93% with activity 5 times 
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higher than at stage 1. 
1.6.2.iii. Screening for Stable Variants . 
This final alterna.tive in non-selective methods is an adaptation of the technicjue of 
strain selection. A recombinant organism growing in culture under non selective 
conditions w i l l lose the plasmid, however i t has been observed that after several 
hundred hours, activity can increase due to the rise of a new more stable variant 
which wil l last longer in culture than the parent organism. Pseudomonas puiida 
carries the genes f rom napthalene dioxygenase which when transformed into E.coli 
were used to make the textile dye, indigo. One of the advantages of this system 
f rom a genetic point of view is that stable colonies are blue, therefore screening for 
stable variants is easy. Colonies isolated and screened showed a marked increase 
in stability compared to the origina.l culture even under a,dverse conditions of high 
expression. Certainly this method is more tedious than the others, especially if there 
no selectable phenotype, however, i t is nonetheless vvorth considering (Ensley et al IS 
1.7 Dehalogenatioii of a chloro-organic acid using a recombinant oi-ganisni 
. Chloro-propionic a,cid (CPA) is a major precursor in the production of phenoxy 
])ropionic acid herbicides. This CPA is synthesised as a raceinic mixture of D and 
L forms, ffowever the active herbicide is syntliesised only from the L-forni, the D-
form is discarded. Therefore conversion of the D-form to another compound with 
an alterna.tive use would imj^rove the economic and the environmental as])ects of the 
proiect. The conversion of D-CPA c.a.n be done biologica.lly using the bacterium Pscn-
dom.onas putida , one particular strain, A J l , is capable of converting CPA to Lactate 
using dehalogenase enzymes. This wild-type organism naturally has dehalogenases 
to convert both forms, therefore a, mutant was required which posessed only the D-
dehalogenase for conversion of D-CPA only. The mutant strain AJl-23 possesses only 
a D-dehalogenase giving the rea.ction: 
D - CPA + H2O L - Lactate + HCl 
The lactate and L-CPA can then be separated by chemical methods leaving the pure 
stereo-isomer, while the lactate can be used in other processes. However, the activity 
of the D-dehalogenase in the fermenter is extremely low and mutant reversion is 
possible, therefore to improve yields and to prevent reversion i t was proposed to 
clone the dehalogenase gene, H A D - D , into a broad host range vector such as the pTB 
plasmids in the hope tha,t the intermediate/high copy number plasmids would give 
increased gene expression. 3 vectors were constructed 
1 p T B 316: a mid copy number plasmid (30 copies/cell). 
2 pTB 322: A temperature sensitive plasmid which increases copy number when the 
temperature rises from 30-37 C. 
3 p T B 509: a high copy number plasmid ( > 60 copies/cell). 
l . S Const-riiction of the p T B plasniids 
Plasmids ] D T B 3 ] 6 a.nd pTB322 are ] ] . 5kb in size and contain the genes for strepto-
mycin (Strep) and carbemicillin. .A restriction ma.p of the ])lasmid can be seen al 
Appendix 1. 
1.8.1 C'loning of the D-( 'P \ dehalogenase gene into A J l - 2 3 . 
2] 
A gene library was prepared f rom the wild-type A J l . I t was partially restricted 
w i t h a Xho-I/Sal-I double digest and another H i n d l l l digest and phage packaged into 
E.coli The probe was derived f rom the sequenced D-dehalogenase enzyme and 2 small 
20-me.r and 54-mer probes were used to screen for the gene. This was done using, 
first of all hybridisation of the A J l hbrary to nitrocellulose filters and probing with 
the H A D - D gene. Secondly, positive clones were screened using Seed2/D-CPA agar 
plates ( a minimal media wi th D-C;PA acting as the carbon source.) Therefore only 
D-CPA positive clones wi l l grow. Thirdly, positive clones were selected using plates 
containing strep and checking for resistant strains. From the screening strategies 8 
clones were identified which fulf i l led all the requirements already mentioned. D and 
L activities were both ex]5ressed in E.c.oh and P. putida and it was deduced that 
the D and L gene lay together on the chrormosome and operated f rom the same 
promoter. To produce a clone which was L" would require that inactivation of 
the L-gene. (see the restriction ma,p of the D / L genes (Appendix 1) To inactivate 
the L gene a sub-cloning procedure was used, whereby the BamHI fragment of the 
H A D - D / L genes were deleted and subjected to partial digest with Sau-III. Fragments 
were religated to the rema,ining EcoRI/BaniHI fragment until a suitable D'^L~ clone 
was established. The finished gene fragment contains all the H.AD-D gene and a 
small inactive fra.gment of the H A D - L gene. This gene vvas then'ligated to the pTB 
pla.smid at the H i n d l l l site. Plasmids were transformed into A J1-23 a.nd another P. 
puttd.a strain NCIB11767 which still ha,s D and L deha.logena.se activity. Clones are 
designated 316 AJl-23 and 316 NCIB11767. 
Pla.smids were transformed, ini t ial ly into E.colt . ffowever results were poor due to 
jjroblems at the promoter level. In P.putida the results were more j D r o m i s i n g with 
a significant increase in the activit}' of the dehalogenase. The plasmid was stable 
in the bacterial host but i t was exteremely unstable in continuous culture. Samples 
taken f rom the fermenter revealed two colony sizes, small and large, when plated onto 
Nutrient Agar. Small colonies apparently retained the plasmids whereas, only a small 
proportion of the large colonies retained i t . This apparently suggests a growth rate 
advantage on the cells lacking the plasmid; in fact large colonies were the dominant 
fo rm after prolonged continuous culture (Lnmana.ka et al 1980). This suggests there 
is a selective disadvantage in the high expression of the H A D - D gene (wdiich is consti-
tut ive in the clones) due to a metabolic burden on the host, however there is also the 
possibihty, suggested by sequence data, that the protein, a 46% hydrophobic protein 
without a leader secpence, may become located in the inner membrane, causing it to 
become "clogged". Plasmid pT'B509 was found to be extremely unstable due to the 
high levels of expression i t would induce. Further development on i t was abandoned. 
1.9. A I M O F T H E P R O J E C T 
The plasmid was unstable in continuous culture. Therefore what had first of all to be 
established was the a.ctual form of the instability: segregational or structural. It was 
then pro]3osed to run the two clones m a continuous fermentor and monitor the rate 
of plasmid loss over a period of several hundred generations. The ratio of small to 
large colonies could be used a,s a ]3ossible means of identif^dng pla.smid bearing clones 
a.s well as using antibiotic selection and restriction mapping. The actual cause of 
the instability was unknown but this would hopefully be revealed from the fermenter 
resuhs. 
Two clones were used in order to a.scerta.in which would be the more suitable and 
more productive in the large scale culture. 
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C h a p t e r 2: M A T E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S 
2.1 B A C T E R I A L S T R A I N S 
Mutant strains of Pscudoraonas putida lacking the H A D - L gene were used. AJl-23, 
N C I B 11767 
2.2 P L A S M I D S U S E D 
p T B 244: A low copy number plasnrid constructed without the HAD-D gene which is 
very stable and can act as a marker/control; pTB316: An intermediate copy number 
plasmid wi th the H A D - D gene inserted at the multiple cloning site; pTB322: Copy 
nunrber is under temperature control. I t has a low copy irumber at 30 C which can 
be increased when the temperature is raised to 37 C. See appendix 1 for restriction 
ma]3. 
2.3 R E S T R I C T I O N E N Z Y M E S 
The restriction enzymes were supphed by Boerhinger Mannheim along with the with 
the appropriate restriction bufl"ers. The enzymes used were H i n d l l l , BamHl , Eco 
RV and Ps t l 
2.4 B A C T E R I O L O G I C A L M E D I A 
2.4.1. L -bro th 
Bacteriological try):)tone 20 g 
Yeast extract 10 g 
Sodium chloride K) g 
•2.5 
The above materials are dissolved and made up to one liter wi th water and the pH 
adjusted to pH 7.5. L-agar was made by adding 6g of agar per 400 ml of media. 
L-Strep was made by adding streptomycin f rom a stock solution of 10 mg/ml to give 
a final concentration of 100 /.(.g / m l 
2.4.2. S2 B R O T H 
Phosphate buffer 20 ml 
Ammonium sulphate 5 ml 
Magnesium sulpha.te 0.5 ml 
Ferric chloride 0.1 ml 
trace elements. 1 ml 
Make up to 1 litre wi th distilled water 
2.4.3. F E R M E N T A T I O N M E D I U M 
Culture media wa.s designed to support 30g/l of dry cell material 
C O N S T I T U E N T g/1 TAP W A T E R 
Cilucose 82 






C'?/.S'04 0.3 mg/] Oil 
ZnS04 1.3 mg,/i Zn 
MnSO^ • 1.45 mg/l Mn 
CaCh 42 mg/ l Ca 
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Temperature was kept at 28 C, pH was 6.8 in an automated t i trat ion with NH4OH 
Agitat ion was at 1,000 rpm wi th aeration at l ,000ml/min air per litre of culture. The 
antifoam used was polypropylene glycol 
2.5. S O L U T I O N S A N D B U F F E R S 
2.5.1. S T E T Buffer per 100ml 
Sucrose 8% w / v 8g 
tr is-HCl pH 8 50mM 5 ml of I M 
Triton-X-100 5% v / v 5 ml 
E D T A 50mM 10 ml of 0.5M 
2.5.2. T E S Buffer l O X Stock for 1 L i tre 
TRIS 0.5M - 60.75 g 
EDTA 0.05M 18.6 g 
NaCl 0.5M 29.22 g 
2.5.3. Ciel Electrophoresis Buffer : 
Tris Borate lOX Stock. 
TRIS 216 g 
Boric acid 110 g 
EDTA 15-6 g 
The above materials are dissolved in water and made up to 2 liters the pH should lie 
between 8.3 and 8.7. It should not be adjusted as the addition of chloride ions can 
affect the electro]3horesis. 








p H to 7 with HCl 
2.5.7. S S C Solution 
Fina.l concentrations 
3M NaCl 












0.1 g of each 
2.5.8. Prehybridisat ion Solution 
6x SSC 
SDS 0.5% 
5x Denhaxdts Solution 
Denatured salmon sperm DNA lOOug/ml 10 ml 
Denhardts solution 500 ml of 50x strength 
Ficoll 400 5 g 
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) 5 g 
Poly vinyl ])yrrolidine 5 g 
Sa.lmon Sjjerm DN.A vvas made f rom a. stock ol 0.1 g/]O0ml, dissolved over 2 hours 
and microwaved for 5 min to denature. 
2.6. A G A R O S E G E L S 
Gels were made at a concentration of 0.7% w/v using the tris borate bufier diluted 
accordingly. The gel electrophoresis tanks used was the GNA-200 Pharmacia for the 
large slab gels. 
2.7 P L A S M I D D N A E X T R A C T I O N . 
Plasmid DNA was extracted f rom the cells using the rapid boiling method of Holmes 
and Quigley (1981), w i th some variations. A large colony vvas resuspended in 150/il 
of STET buffer, 10/y.l of freshly made lysosyme(lOmg/inl) was added and incubated 
at 37 C for 5 mm. The lysosyme weakens the cell wall and allows for easier lysis. The 
samples were then transferred to a boiling water bath for 90 sec: the high temperature 
causes the cells to lyse and this was seen as a sticky precipitate a.t the bottom of the 
tube. In order to remove the cell debris the sam])les were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm 
for lOmm , the cell debris,including the genomic DNA vvas pelleted at the bottom of 
the tube and the plasmid DNA remained in the supernatant. The supernatant wa.s 
carefully decanted oft' into a fresh tube containing 100//.1 of iso-propanol and left on 
ice for 10 nun. The iso-propanol precipitates the plasmid DNA. C^entrifugation was 
re]3eated to ])ellet the plasmid DNA and the supernatant discarded . The jjlasmid 
DNA was resuspended in 70% ethanol, centrifuged again and then vaccuum dried 
for 15 mm. The dried DNA could be stored mdefinately at this stage, however for 
immedia.te restriction a.ualysis it wa.s resuspended in 20//.1 of sterile distilled water and 
appropriate restriction buffer and enzyme were added. 
2.8. P R E P A R T I O N O F P R O B E A N D N I C K T R A N S L A T I O N 
2.8.1. Fragment Isolation 
Restricted plasinid D N A samples were run on a 0.7% agarose gel, the desired band 
fragment was then cut f rom the gel and placed in a 500pi eppendorf tube along wi t l i 
some glass V T O O I . A small hole was pierced in the bot tom of the tube and placed in 
the larger 1.5ml epjsendorf. The tubes were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for lOmin. 
extract f rom the gel fragment,including the DNA, passed into the larger tube. This 
extract was then added to 500//.1 of chloroform which removes unnecessary protein and 
impurities f rom the sample. The top aqueous layer containing the DNA was removed 
to a clean eppendorf to which was added 5/y.l of BSA, 1/10 volume of 3M sodium 
a.cetate/0.lM magnesium acetate pH=5.2 and 2 volumes of etha,nol. This wa.s left at 
-80 C for at least 30 min, again the ethanol at low temperatures precipitates the DNA 
which was subsequently pelleted by centrifuging at 13,000 rpm. The su]3ernatent was 
discarded and the DNA washed in 70% ethanol, centrifuged and va.cuum dried for 15 
min. 
2.8.2. Nick Translat ion 
The dried pellet vvas resuspended in 50/./.I of water a,nd boiled to dena,ture the DN.A. 
Tlien the materials for the nick translation were added, these include 2^1 of the 
Klenow enzyme from DNA Polymerase-I in 8 /.;l of Klenow bufler, 5 / / I of a random 
hexamer primer, 2 p.] each of dCTP, dATP and dTTP. 8 /dof BSA and 1 ^1 of "^'-P-
dC!TP. This mixture is mcubat.ed at room temperature for two hours, in that time 
the klenovv enzyme in tlie presence of the primer, joins the free deoxy-nucleotides 
to the denatured strands of the plasmid DN.A. inserting the labelled dCTP a.t the 
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appropriate point. After two hours the sample is boiled to once again denature the 
D N A . 
2.8.3. Southern Blot 
D N A bands can be transferred onto a nitrocellulose filter in a technique known as the 
Southern blot (Southern 1975). Samples were run overnight on a 0.7% agarose gel 
and then the gel was soaked in 15 ml /2L HCl for lOmin to depurinate the D N A . The 
gel is then transferred to the alkaline denaturation buffer for 45 min, to denatures the 
D N A on the gel. I t is subsequently immersed in a neutrahsation buffer for another 
45 min . A long strip of 3 mm filter paper is cut the width of the gel and placed on 
a glass plate , the ends dipping into a tray of lOx SSC solution, this paper will act 
as a wick. The gel is placed on top and the nitrocellulose filter, cut to fit the gel. is 
placed on top of the gel. Another 3 pieces of 3 mm filter paper the size of the gel and 
soai^ed in the lOxSSC solution were placed on top of the nitrocellulose filter, more 
a.bsorbant ]3a]3er on top of that and finally a heavy lead weight which comjDresses the 
layers and ensures that there is a constant flow of liquid between the filter papers 
sandwiching the gel and nitrocellulose. This is left standing overnight and the DNA 
bands are al:)Sori'ed onto the nitrocellulose filter. The filter is then removed from the 
gel which can now be discarded, the filter is allowed to dry on 3 mm filter paper at 
room temperat u r e fc'i 5-10 min and then sealed in an envelope of 3 mm filter paper 
and dried for 2 h. in a, va.cuum oven at 80 C. 
The nitrocellulose filter was then hybridised to the nick translated probe. Prior to the 
hybridisation the filter was sealed in a plastic bag containing 50 ml of the prehybriisa-
tion buffer and incubated at 65 C^  for 2 h. The probe was then added t-o the the filter, 
the ba,g reseated and incubated civernight at 65 C. The hybridisation fluid was emp-
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tied from the bag and replaced wi th 200 ml of washing solution (0.1%SSC/0.5%SDS) 
and again incubated at 65 C for 2hours. After this the filter is checked with a geiger 
counter, high counts should register only in the areas where the probe has hybridised 
all other areas should show a minimal count. The filter was left to dry on 3 nmi filter 
paper then sellotaped to the filter paper, marked with radioactive ink, placed in a 
plastic bag and put in a fim case. In the dark room the film was placed on top of the 
filter and resealed. The film is developed over a period of 2/3 days at -SO C. 
Chapter 3: RESULTS 
The clones used in the experiments were the 316 AJl-23 clone, a mutant lacking HAD-
L activity and carrying the H A D - D gene on the plasmid pTB316; the 316 NCIB11767 
strain which possesses both H A D - D and H A D - L genes on the chromosome as well 
as having the H A D - D gene inserted on the plasmid. A qualitative and cjuantitative 
analysis of plasmid stability was carried out based on results f rom plates/flask culture, 
2 fermenter runs of 316NCIB11767 and 316 AJI-23 and repeated shake flask culture 
of these two clones. 
3.1. IDENTIFICATION OF PLASMID INSTABILITY 
The actual form of the instability of the pTB316 plasmid was identified using restric-
tion mapping. This technique involves restricting isolated plasmid DN.A fragments 
and electrophoresmg them on an aga.rose gel in a tris-borate buffer. The plasmid 
D N A separates out in the direction of the anode with the small fragments travelling 
the furthest. The bands are stained with ethidium bromide and visualised and pho-
tographed under UV hght. Fragment size can be calculated using a standard band 
separation, in this case A restricted with Pst-1, and the plasmid restriction map. 
(See Appendix 1). Restriction mapping was carried out on an inoculum from one of 
the fermentations wi th 316 NCIBi r767 . The inoculum was pla.ted out on L-agar a.nd 
small colonies isola,ted, a number of these colonies were sub-cultured again in S2 broth 
wii.h 10 m M D-CPA as the carlDon source. 48 hours later samples were replated onto 
Luria. This time a mixture of small a,nd large colonies grew and once more a number 
of these small colonies were sub-cultured in the Seed 2 D-CPA media. These small 
colonies should contain the pla.snnd and by this repea.ted sub-culturing it is hoped to 
isolate a high expressing orgajiism whicli niay be also highly stable. Activity tests 
for the dehalogenase activity were measured on a chlorometer which detects chloride 
release fom the D-CPA. Of seven small colonies sub-cultured two had a high activit}-, 
these were designated F and G and they were plated out on L-Agar and incubated 
at 30 C and 37 for 24 h. These plates were used to test for the presence of the 
plasmid. A number of colonies were picked off wi th a cocktail stick and streaked onto 
a L-Strep Agar plate which had been divided into squares (1 colony/square). These 
were incubated for 24 h. at 30 C and then assessed for growth. Tv/o different growth 
patterns emerged, one was a thick mucoid growth achieved after 24 hr the second was 
a sparse dotted growth achieved after 24 hr or longer, (see Fig 3.1. ) Some colonies 
did not grow at all. 
F ig .3 . ] . Growth patterns of 3J f jN( ' IB] 1 767 on L-Strep. To test for plasmid presence 
sam]jles were taken from tin? L-Strep ])lates. or m the case of the n m i growers, from 
the L-agar. DNA was e x ^ r , i r U ( ' . restricted with different r'-str'< tiop en-.vmes and run 
on a U.7% agaros'^ mini-gel in tris-borate buH'er containing ^'thidlum bromide. The 
gel was i)]]oiogra]H'd nndei VX. light using a polaroid 5 4 5 UUKI film type 52 . 
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3.1.1. Culture F 
1-5 colonies were isolated onto the strep, media f rom the plate incubated at 30C After 
24 h. on L-strep 3 colonies had grown well, 8 grew sparsely and 4 didn't grow. A 
further 24 h at 30 C saw one non-grower produce sparse growth. 20 colonies were 
isola.ted f r o m the plate incubated at 37 C. 10 had been small in size 10 were larger. 
After 24 h. 1 had grown well, 4 sparsely and 15 not at all. 24 hr later 2 sparse 
growers had improved and 2 non growers were growing sparsely. Only one of tlie 
growing colonies was small in origin. 
3.1.2. Culture G 
Of the 16 colonies isolated f rom the 30 C plate , 10 were small 6 were large. 24 h. 
on L-strep showed 6 good growers, -5 sparse growers and -5 non growers. 24 h. later 
a futher 3 had improved to give thick growth,and only 2 had failed to grow. At 37 
C Culture G showed a predominance of smail colonies, 14 were isolated along with 6 
large. 24 hr later 6 had grown well, 4 sparsely and 10 not at all. Further incubation 
showed l i t t le improvement apart f rom 3 non-growers growing sparsely. A l l the large 
colonies gave poor growth pa,tterns. 
3.1.3. Restricion analyses of Cultures F and G 
Out of these 70 isola.tes 20 were used for restriction analyses. Results showed that 
only the colonies which gave the thick growtli after 24 hr had any jDlasmid ])resent, 
the other colonies had no plasmid present at all. ( see figures 3.2) I t would appear 
that the plasmid is lost f rom the cell and is therefore segrega.tionally unstable. 
3.5 
.*" 
Figure 3.2 shows restricti.-i- digests of culture F (Top) and G (Bottom ). Samples 
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have been restricted wi th Hind I I I and Bam H I . Standard is A restricted with Pstl. 
The empty lanes at the end have no plasmid present. 
There was also no apparent correlation l^etween small and large colonies because i t 
was hard to actually distinguish a real colony size difference on the Luria media and 
it should be noted that the original observations were made on nutrient agar. Luria 
agar may affect colony growth rate in a different way to the nutrient agar. 
Although derived f rom the same strain 316NCIB11767 the G culture showed a higher 
degree of stability compared to the F culture both at 30 and 37 G. the sparse growth 
pattern on L-strep may be due to the subsequent development of natural antibiotice 
resistance in the P~ strains whereljy these colonies grow at a slower rate than the 
colonies. 
The plasmid is lost f rom the cell therefore the instability is segregational. What 
then is the degree of insta,bility in the two clones? To answer this question the clones 
should be culture continously in a fermenter. This is because under continuous culture 
conditions i t is ])ossible to get a,n accurate estimation of the generation time and the 
instability is unlikely to be affected by nutrient fluctuations which can affect plasmid 
stability in their own right. 
3.2. FERMENTATIONS F5 AND Fl5 
Two 5 litre fermenters were inoculated with the clones 316 A.JI-23 and 316 NCIBir767 
and were designated F5 a.nd F l 5 respectively. Batch growth lasted 15 hours and the 
depletion of glucose signalled the cha.nge to continuous culture under the foUowing 
conditions. 
1 dilution rate D = 0.1//."^ 
2 mlel glucose at 80-85 g/ l . to give a dry cell mass of 30g/l 
Samples were removed daily for microbiological evaluation, activity, dry cell weight 
and supernatant mineral analysis. Glucose was the l imit ing substrate and remained 
at 0.1 g/1 throughout continuous culture. 
3.2.1. Fermentation F5: Clone 316AJI-23 
This fermentation ran for approximately 300 hours and the activity over this period 
was 9m mol /h /g throughout, a lot lower than expected. The culture suffered a pH 
shock at the end of batch growth and temperature fluctuations throughout the first 
24 hours of continuous culture. (See table 3.1 ) 
SAMPLE HOURS A F T E R CELL MASS A C T I V I T Y 
NO I N O C U L A T I O N gi-' mmolh~^ 
4 22.00 12.09 5.0 
5 27.00 17.56 6.7 
6 44.25 32.0 9.6 
7 68.25 27.21 10.4 
8 92.33 28.51 9.7 
9 164.33 27.12 9.2 
10 188.33 - 9.2 
11 212.33 27.48 8.8 
12 308.33 31.52 8.5 
Table 3.1: Dehalogenase activity of clone 316 AJl-23 over 308 h. with respect to cell 
mass . 
The above table gives an indication of the activities of the clone m the fermenter.The 
calculated cell doubling time, or number of generations, Td , lor this fermentation is 
taken f rom the equation: 
In 2 
Td = 
The T d for this fermentation is taken as 45 with ^irnax = D 
Samples 5,6 and 9 were given to be tested for plasnud stability. The samples were 
diluted dovi'n and plated onto L-Agar and incubated at 28 C for 24 hrs. A mixture of 
small and large colonies grew; a number of small colonies were noted and picked oft' 
wi th a cocktail stick and streaked onto a L-strep grid. The jDrocedure was repeated 
wi th the la,rge colonies. Plates were incubated for 24-48 h. and these colonies were 
then used in restriction analyses. At the same time the diluted samples also plated 
onto L-strep plates and the count compared to quantify the percentage plasmid lost. 
In spite of the low activity, viable counts showed practically 100% stability throughout 
the sampled fermentation. 20 colonies taken f rom sample 6 had three non-growing 
colonies. Restriction analyses on these 20 colonies confirmed plasmid presence in the 
17 growers and nothing in the 3 non-growers. 
3.2.2 Fernientation F15 with 316 NC1B1J767 
Tliis fermenta.1 ion ran the same length of time as F5, and the activity vv-as much 
higher, at 22-23 mmol /h /g . However after 160 hours on continuous culture the iron 
feed pipe blocked overnight resulting m iron l imitat ion, Act ivi ty alter that point 
beca.me unstable falling to < 5 within 3 days. Samples were taken about the same 
time as F5 and the same procedures used. 
S A M P L E HOURS A F T E R CELL MASS A C T I V I T Y 
NO I N O C U L A T I O N 9l-' 7nmolh~'^g~^ 
3 19 9.74 21.2 
4 37 27.12 20.0 
5 61 27.95 23.2 
6 85 26,69 22.1 
7 157 27.04 23.2 
8 181 27.16 27.1 
9 205 27.72 17.6 
10 301 28.63 < 5 
11 325 27.83 < 5 
Table 3.2. Dehalogenase activity of 316 N C I B l l 7 6 y over 325 h. with respect to cell 
mass. 
Samples 4.5 and 7 were given for restriction analyses: here the culture started to lose 
]5lasmid at an early stage. The first viable counts from sanijjle 4 showed a 14% loss of 
p]a,smid after 18 hours on continuous culture. This had increased to a 30% loss just 
prior to the blockage (no further samples were analysed). The restriction analysis of 
20 colonies taken after 43 hours (sample 5). on continuous culture showed 2 to be 
la.ckmg the plasmid and a later sa.mple (7) taken for restriction a.t 157 hours shovved 
11 colonies out of 50 to be lacking the pla.smid. a 22% loss of pla.smid. The calculated 
number of generations of this cult m e is a,ppro>:ima,tely 45. No more samples were 
submitted for tesiin.u, alter F15 went into iron limitation a.t 160 hours. 
One more attempt was made to assemble the fermenter wi th the previously mentioned 
sub-cultured inoculum of 316 NCIB11767. One small colony wa,s taken from culture 
G a.nd inoculated into 50 ml of culture media and from there mocidated into a 5 l i tre 
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fermenter. The fermentation ran over the weekend before suffering a severe drop in 
pH. The culture never recovered and activity crashed to zero. One sample was taken 
and plated onto L-agar and L-strep. Counts revealed a 90% loss of plasmid. The 
colonies on L-agar showed no plasmid presence whereas the colonies on L-strep did. 
These plates were used as samples for the southern blot. 
3.3. S O U T H E R N B L O T OF C L O N E 316 NCIB11767 
.A known stable sample f rom the previous aborted fermentation was restricted with 
H i n d l l l and run on a 0.7% agarose gel. The 9.8 and 1.7 kb fragments were cut from 
the gel and the D N A eluted. This DNA was then denatured and nick translated 
to give a probe which would hybridise to the pTB316 plasmid. The test samples 
were composed of 5 known stable, 5 suspected stable samples and 10 known unstable 
samples. The known sam]3les came from the a.borted fermentation the suspected 
samj^les came f rom an F15 plate. Samples were restricted with HindlU and run on a 
0.7% agarose gel. The first 10 lanes contained the stable samples and showed plasmid. 
the remaining 10 lanes with the unstable sa,m])le were apparently empty. The gel was 
blotted onto a nitrocellulose filter and probed vvith the radiolabelled probe. The film 
was developed over 2-3 days at -80 C. See figure (3.3). The blot shows the first 10 
lanes as having the pla,smid the remaining lanes are empty. (Fig. 3.3.) 
Fig 3.3 Southern Blot: PUB. Last ID lanes hav/e plasmid; 
First 1C3 are empty. 
3.4. RESULTS FROM SHAKE FLASK CULTURE 
Having already established that the plasmid is lost from the cell, the next step 
is to ascertain the degree of plasmid loss and the time taken for the cell to lose the 
plasmid under non-selective conditions. Quantifying plasmid loss with respect to 
t ime requires that the cells are in exponentia.} growth in as constant an environment 
as possible, where nutrient and oxygen limitation are not going to cause the loss of 
the plasmid. The best system for this as already mentioned in the introduction is 
Continuous Culture. 
However this option was not available in the latter stages of the project therefore 
the quantification of plasmid loss wa.s done in sub-cultured shake fla.sks. The princi-
pals are the same as Continuous Culture although in practice shake flask results will 
not give the identical or even the accurate results as would be obtained in a continu-
ous system. This is due to temperature fluctuations in s nutrients and temperature, 
also inadequa.te buffering may impose a pH selection on the culture. Furthermore 
there is the inconvienience of sub-culture, unlike a chemostat which can be left for 
days a.nd finally calculation of generation time is not only diflicult but inaccurate. 
(Dwivedi et al 1982) (Primrose ci al 1984 ) 
Cells were inoculated into flasks. As cell numbers increase growth become ex-
ponential and wdl remain so unti l nutrient limita.tion eventually sets in causing cell 
sta.rvation and dea.th. Under these conditions ])lasmids become unstable and are lost 
f rom the ceii (Pinches ct al 1985 ). To prevent limitation the cultures are inocula.ted 
mto fresh media as soon as they reach late log ]5ha,se; flasks are bafiled to prevent 
oxygen l imitat ion and a.re shaken throughout to enhance oxygen transfer. The two 
organisms used in the shake flask culture were 316NC1B-1 1767 and 316AJ1-23 and 
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information f rom their respective fermentations are also taken into account. Cells 
were inoculated into 250ml flasks containing 50ml of 82 media with pyruvate as the 
carbon source since although Glucose was used in the fermenter it cannot be used in 
shake flask since its meta.bolism results in a pH drop which inhibits growth. Flasks 
were grown during the da,y at 28 and were then transferred at night to 20 C to slow-
down the growth rate and thus prevent l imitat ion. A t the weekend the cultures had 
to be stored at 4C and transferred to 28C at 4 am on Monday morning. Samples of 1 
ml were taken twice daily, diluted a.nd plated on L-agar and L-strep media for viable 
counts ; another 1ml sample was taken at the same time for restriction analysis to 
check for plasmid. Growth rate was calculated by measuring the cell optical density 
(OD) at 600 nm every hour. Graphs showing the changes in growth rate along with 
a tahle summarising the rates given in the text can be found in Appendix 2. 
Results, where a,]5]3ropriate. are tabulated showing plasmid % loss along with 
viable counts. The calculation of generations can be calculated f rom the growth 
rates, however i t is likely to be ina.ccurate due to the temperature changes, es]:)ecially 
the weekend incubation at 4 C, therefore plasmid loss is shown with respect to time 
a.nd a rough estimation of number of generations is given in the text. 
3.4.1. 316NC1B-11767 I N SHAKE FLASK 
Three colonies were inoculated into the S2/Pyr media, the colonies came from 
one of the in i t ia l samples of the F15 fermentation. Two were small in origin N l and 
N2 the iither was a la.rge colony N3. A l l were capaljle of growing on Strep and a.ll 
contained the plasmid. Chiltures are designated , A'? and A^3. These cultures were 
maintained over a period of 55 h. vvith 2 sub-cultures. Td or cell doubling time is 
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calculated f rom the plot OD against Time where the time taken for the cell optical 
density to double is taken as the T d , f rom there /i. max , the maximum specific growth 
rate, can be calculated 
_ ln2 
Culture A'l had a /i . max =0.22/i Culture A 2^ had a //. max =0.25/i ^ and culture 
JV3 had a /.i. max = G.345/i-^ These differen ces in growth rate was also reflected in 
colony size wi th A 3^ producing the largest colonies on L-agar. 
Af te r 24 hours viable counts showed a 33% and 28% drop in plasmid bearing 
cells for A^] and respectively, meanwhile A 3^ had lost a total of 65% of its plasmid 
bearing poulation. However restriction analysis still showed the prescence of jjlasmid 
in all three cultures. 24 hours later the growth rates for A ]^ and No were very slow 
and did not reach log phase that particular da.y, A 3 had a marked increase in growth 
ra,te to 0.60h~^. The viable counts showed a total loss of 55% and 95% for A'] and 
A^2, the count was too high for A 3^ even the L-Strep plates had a high count. The 
follovvMng overnight culture saw the two cultures A''] and No in limitation and Ns in 
late log j:)hase , one viable count sample was taken on A^ 3 and this showed an apparent 
39% loss of plasmid. However restriction analysis f rom day 2 and day 3 showed that 
there was no i:)lasmid jDresent in any of the three cultures. 
This loss of plasmid can account for the increased growth rate of the three at the 
last 16 h. at 20 C! but i t does not explain the apparent ease v v i t h which .A''3 grew on 
stre]3. A sa,m])le wa.s taken from the L-strep ])late and restricted a.nd i t revealed no 
pla,smid presence. I t was ]30ssible that the plasmid or streptomycin resista.nce part of 
the plasmid ha.d been incorporated into the host genome. However this possibility was 
dimissed when a hundred colonies f rom the L-agar were jjicked off and plated on to a L-
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strep plates divided into 25 sections and every single one of the colonies grew within 24 
hours. Such a high transposition rate (100%)is extremely unlikely, therefore i t could 
only be assumed that this particular strain had developed a natural resistance to 
strep. This resistance had probably developed after the cultures prolonged exposure 
to strep. A sample of the wild-type NCIBi r767 was plated on L-Strep and i t started 
growing within 72 h. I t was then decided to use the original clone whch had been 
stored at -70 C and had not undergone any prolonged culturing. 
3.4.2. CULTURE OF 316 NCIB11767: ORIGINAL CLONE 
This culture was checked and found to contain the plasmid, i t was then inoculated 
in to the S2 and pyruvate media and was cultured for approximately 120 h. this 
included a weekend at 4 C. Again an average of two plates and two DNA samjjles were 
taken per day. The growth rate for this organism ranged f rom i^;nn.x — 0-31 —0.345/).^-' 
for 96 h. Samples taken over this period showed a gradual decrease in plasmid bearing 
cells to approximately 6% On the final day the growth rate doubled to 0.69/i"-' and 
a final sub-culture over-night at 20 C had the organisms in stationary phase at 9am. 
Via,ble counts showed a, high number of colonies growing on L-strep after 96 lir while 
restriction analvsis was showing the lack of plasmid presence.(see table 3.3. ) 
T I M E L U R I A COUNT L U R I A . STREP COUNT % LOSS 
hours X 10^71/"^ X 10^71/"^ a 
17 16 17 0 
24 229 190 13 
72 350 210 40 
85 2.05 1.4 34 
101 T M C T M C ? 
109 T M C T M C ? 
Table 3.3: This table denotes the number of colonies growing on L-agar and L-
strep. From these numbers i t is possible to calculate the amount of plasmid lost with 
time. 
The estimated number of generations over this period was 37. This organism has 
once again developed a natural resistance to antibiotic. This property makes it an 
unlikely organism for future culture as i t would not respond to antibiotic selection 
pressures and screening. 
3.4.3. SHAKE FLASK CULTURE OF 316 AJ123 
Returning ihen l u the second strain used in the fermenter, this clone was cultured 
a,longside the 316NC'TBir767 original clone. The inoculum was taken from an early 
sa.mple of the F5 fermenta.tion and was found t.o be sta.ble. The culture ran for 120 
h. again including a weekend a.t 4 C^ . The growth ra.te was calculated at 0.23/7""' at 
28 C! a,nd it remained so for the flrst 96 hours of the culture, however after this time 
the the growth rate doubled to 0.46/7^-' viable counts showed a fairly rapid drop in 
plasmid bearing cells and bj- the final 8 hours a total loss of 95% was detected and as 
in the case of the NCIB organism, the final sub- culture overnight had the A J l strain 
in l imitat ion. Restriction analysis confirmed that there was no plasmid present after 
96 hours. (See Table 3.4.) 
T I M E L U R I A COUNT LURIA.STREP COUNT % PLASMID LOSS 
Hours org. X 10^71/"^^ o r g . x l 0 ^ 7 7 r ^ 
16 1800 1080 40 
22 3.35 1.11 66 
74 2.5 0.5 80 
79 0.16 0.034 80 
112 0.207 0.0306 85 
117 1310 70 95 
Table 3.4; This ta-ble denotes the number of via.ble colonies growing on L-agar 
and L-strep. Fron:i these numbers i t is possible to calculate the % of palsmid lost 
with time. 
The estimated number of generations for this culture is 20. 
3.1.4. 316 AJJ-23 W I T H M O N O - C H L O R O A C E T A T E 
After t he instability demonstrated by the A JI-23 in the S2 and Pyruvate a second 
culture was set up ,this time containing I m M Mono-chloro acetate (MCA) MCA is 
a substrate analogue for the dehalogenase enzyme, i t is dehalogenated to glycollate 
a,nd chloride, the glycollate is not utilised by the AJl-23 since i i does not have tlie 
enzymes for the glyoxyllate path, thereibre when the glycollaie accumulates i t ha.s a 
toxic effect. 1 m M was a maximum dose which was suflficient to allow expression of 
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the H A D D gene without poisoning the bacteria. The culture ran for 192 h. and 9 sub 
cultures were made. Over this period the stability of the culture improved markedly, 
the plasmid was stil l present at the end of the 192 h. Growth rate remained on average 
at a steady 0.345/i~-^ wi th only an increase on Day 5 to 0.69h~^ where instability was 
apparent in the culture. Viable counts revealed an massive fall in plasmid bearing 
organisms to less than 10%, a subsequent upsurge in numbers arose after 106 h. Table 
3.5. shows the plasmid loss and fig.3.4 shows the restriction pattern obtained from 
that days samples; lanes 2-5 are samples restricted at 106 hours the last three lanes 
8-10, are samples restricted at 114 hours . Lane 7 contains the control plasmid pTB 
244. 
TIME LURIA COUNT LURIA.STREP COUNT % PLASMID LOSS 
hours org x l O ^ T i / " ^ Org xlO^?i/"^ a 
16 16 15 6 
24 1.7 1.68 2 
42 5.8 4 31 
48 420 200 53 
106 TMC 59 90 
114 0.64 0.55 14 
. 136 1.15 0.86 25 
143 TMc; TMc; b 
164 850 610 28 
181 72 48 34 
. Ta.ble 3.5: This t.able denotes the number of via.ble 316AJ1-23 organisms growing 
on L-a.gar and L-strep. Plasmid loss ca.n be calulated from the hgures with resj^ect 
to t ime. 
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Estimated generation time is 46. The addition of M C A has apparently stabilised 
the plasmid as it remained in the cell twice as long as the previous culture. However 
the MC'A is of no value to the cell in fact its ])resence is toxic. Therefore perhaps 
another explanation is needed to account for the increased stabiHty. 
Fig.3.5. Restriction Pattern of Samples on Day 5 of 316 AJl-23 on S2 and MCA. 
Lanes 2-5 contain the early samples, these lanes contain no plasmid. The lanes 8-10 
contain the sample taken 8 h. later. Plasmid is present. 
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C h a p t e r 4: C O N C L U S I O N A N D D I S C U S S I O N 
The problems which had to be resolved in this project were: 
1 . identify the type of plasmid instability. 
2 . discover the possible causes of the instability 
3 . attempt to quantify the loss and compare stability between different strains of host 
organism. 
4 . suggest possible mechanism to stabilise the plasmid in continuous culture. 
4.1 Segregational instability of the p T B 3 1 6 plasinids 
The fo rm of the instability is segregational. The plasmid is lost from the cell at cell 
division and is spontaneous over a few generations. This was confirmed by restriction 
analyses and the southern blot which showed complete absence of plasmid from the 
cell (fig.3.3). 
4.2 High levels of gene expression contribute io the instability . The loss 
f rom the cell is due to the high levels of expression of the plasmid. Production is 
constitutive in the clones and at these high levels the strain on cellular resources, 
in the absence of selection pressure, results m the rise of a fast growing plasmid-
free segregant. The two fermentations did not run for very long, therefore it was not 
possible to ascertain the actual level of instability in that time. However fermentation 
F15 ha.d a higher level of expression than F5 and a higher level of instability, with 
a 14% loss after only 18 hours and rising to 30%. iist prior to the end. F5, on the 
other hand, wa,s 100% stable tliroughout the run with its a.ct.ivii.y running at a half 
of the F15. Phis lovv activity could be due to strain differnces, although the pH and 
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temperature shocks experienced by F5 at the beginning may well have caused the poor 
production. These results were corroborated by the analysis of the ratio of small to 
large colonies taken f rom the fermenter (results not printed ). Samples taken from the 
F15 fermentation and plated onto L-agar showed a gradual rise in the proportion of 
large colonies wi th time. Early in the fermentation, sam]3le 5, 25% of the population 
were large colonies whereas by the end, sample 10, 93.5% of the population were 
large. These large colonies are due to an increased growth rate (Immanaka et a) 
1980). Colonies taken f rom the F5 fermentation showed no discernable differences in 
colony size throughout the fermentation. 
4.3. Growth rate advantage of the plasmici free segregants 
Shake flask culture ex]Deriments confirmed the growth rate advantage for the jDlasmid 
free cells. The graphs of the growth rates (Appendix 2) show that growth rates 
vir tually double by the final day vv'hen the plasmid is lost 
Returning to the ma.thematical model of Immariaka and Aiba (1981) the ratio of 
growth rates denoted a can be expressed thus: 
a = — 
. Plasmid stability decreases for values of a > 1. See fig. 4.1. 
a = 0 
10 15 20 25 
Fig.4.] . .Number of P~^' cells in a population over 25 generations at different values 
of a . As ("1 values increase the jilasmid stability decreases. 
The graph shows t.he decrea.se in the number oi plasmid bearing cells over 25 gen-
erations at ( V values ranging from J-2. The n values for the shake flask cultures of 
31 6NC1B] 1767 and 316 .AJ]-23 are a,]3]3roa.ching 2. therefore the number of cells 
aie likely to l)e very small. It was em])hasised at the start of cha.jjter 3 that shake (lask 
culture gave an inaccurate esiimation of generation time and that the rate of jjia.smid 
loss calculated from these result.s may be dubious. Therefore assumptions taken from 
this source regarding such ))arameters are done with some ticindation. However the 
shake flask results did clearly show the notable differences in growth rates of and 
P" cells and could then be regarded as vahd. 
4.4 Strain suitability . 
The host strain is of considerable importance to the plasmid stability. The strain 
NCIB11767 gives high activity but is apparently the more unstable of the two clones; 
also i t must be taken into account the organism's high resistance to strep. Strepto-
mycin is an antibiotic to which resistance does develop very easily due to successive 
mutations at multiple loci after prolonged exposure to the antibiotic. (Franklin and 
Snow 1981). 
Plating experiments confirmed that the resistance is probably the result of a spon-
taneous mutation at chromosome level rather than the artion of a transposon. The 
resistance did not apparently rise t i l l after the plasmid was lost, so if the plasmid wa.s 
stabilised and expressing its own strep, resistance gene then this may prevent the 
development of resistance at the genome level. In its present unstable state i t would 
jDrove to be an extremely difficult organism to culture due to its ina.bility to respond 
to the antibiotic markers. 
4.5. Stabilisation of the plasmici due to addition of JVICJA 
The shake flask culture of the clone 316 .AJl-23 showed a high degree of instability 
with a 95%. loss of pla,smid after 20 genera.tions. The addition of the inducer MCA 
resulted in the increased stability of the clone. Results show that the loss had ]5lum-
meted to < 10% and within 8 hours the stability had increased back to 86%. .A.s has 
alrea,dy Ijeen mentioned the A'lCA is of no appareni. use to the organism, i t is not 
a. glycol]a.te utiliser since it does not lia.ve the glyoxyllate ]:)athway enzymes. Early 
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experiments done using the wild-type strain, AJl-23, show that the dehalogenase 
activity of a culture grown on M C A is substantially lower than when grown on the 
normal substrate D-CPA therefore the organism may not use the MCA as efficiently 
as the D-CPA. Why does the M C A , a substance with a toxic end-product, stabilise 
the plasiiiid? One suggestion is that there has been a rise in the population of an 
adaptive variant. The presence of the M C A in such a small amount has perhaps had 
no effect on the organism and its presence is purely incidental. Results show that 
the plasmid stability dropped to 10%. and then rose to 86% in a matter of hours, 
(See fig 3.4), the resulting population lost the plasmid at a much slower rate than 
the original. This suggests a more competitive strain, capable of surviving in more 
adverse conditions. However the actual rate at which i t rose to ]Dredominance may 
tend to cast doubts on the idea of i t being a more sta.ble variant. 
Continuing the idea of variant in the population, it could be possible that the P'^ 
organism, due to its greater dehalogenase activity has developed an increased tol-
erance to glyc.ollate a,nd/or has mutated to produce the enzymes for its utihsation. 
As a, result these glycollate utilisers have developed a selective advantage over their 
non-glycollate utilising counterparts and therefore rise to dominance. 
An alternative explanation is the possibility that the MCA does play a role and i t , 
or a metabolic product, acts as a repressor. If the MCA represses gene function then 
this would ]3robably result in its increased stability. However it would not explain 
the massive dro]3 in stability at the start of the exjDeriment and the subsequent rise, 
repression would have started immediately and therefore no drop would have been 
noted. There is also the possibility that the MCA or a metabolite afl-ects the action 
of the enzyme. 
What these results certainly show is the need for a better understanding of this 
organism's physiology. The tolerance threshold for glycollate is not known nor is the 
mechanism of action on the cell and unt i l these parameters are established there is 
l i t t le point in using the M C A in culture experiments ; i t is possible that its stabilising 
effect is purely incidental. However if i t does play a role there is really no point in 
developing this unt i l its action on the cell is fu l ly understood. 
4.6. Suggestions for F u t u r e Developments 
4.6.1. Insertion of a regulated promoter 
The cause of the instability is the result of high levels of gene expression. Therefore 
as has already been outlined in the introduction, gene expression should be repressed 
during active growth and then derepressed once a.n a,ppropria.te cell density has been 
reached. This could be done by adding a temperature sensitive promoter such as the 
Pi or the Pfi promoters of A or a promoter such as the lac or by promoters which 
require media manipulations. The cost efiectiveness of which promoter to use will 
]30ssibly dejiend on the scale of the fermentation; a small scale fermentation would 
perhaps he operated cheaply using the tem]3erature regulated promoters v.'hereas the 
large scale fermentations are prol^ably cheapest o])erated using the media regulated 
promoters. 
In conjunction with the regulation system, a two-sta,ge fermentation could be used 
a,s done by Seigel and R.hu (J 986). Furthermore, the immobilisation of the first stage 
may l^ e wortii considering given tliat it gieaily increa.ses plasmid stability. 
4.6.2. Screening foi' a more stable varaint 
The scree-ling for a more sta.ble variant is a time-consuming process which could be 
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expensive. However i t is a technique which could possibly be used in conjunction 
with the develojjinent of the regulated clone: i.e. screen for a stable variant and use 
i t to insert the regulatory genes. 
As in the case of the naphthalene dioxygenase system, (Ensley 1983 ) this organism 
also has a selectable phenotype in that small colonies are more likely to be plasmid 
containing,which could make possible future screening easier. 
4.6.3. Development of an Auxotrophic Mutant . 
I t is possible to put an auxotrophic selective pressure on the cells to increase plasmid 
stability. I f the MC.A/glycollate path does confer a selective advantage on the organ-
ism then this could be a suitable marker to use, however its effect on the media is not 
]3roperly understood. The develojjiiient of other mutants is ]3ossible but, as has been 
already mentioned, the organism's physiology ha,s not been ful ly elucidated, therefore 
this technique is perhaps better left t i l l a later stage. 
S U M M A R Y 
The plasnnd pTB316 in strains AJl -23 A N D NCIB11767 is segregationally unstable 
due to the high levels of gene expression m the cell. Restriction analyses and the 
southern blot demonstrated the absence of the plasmid m unstable cells and this 
was confirmed by screening on L-strep plates. The levels of instability in the high 
activity F l 5 fermentation, containing 316NCIB11767, compared to the highly stable 
but low activity F5 fermentation of 316 AJl-23 suggest that the instabihty is due to 
high levels of gene expression. The result of this is a strain on cellular metabolism 
and since there is no selection pressure, the plasmid-bearing population are at a 
competitive disadvantage compared to the plasnnd-free segregants winch ultimately 
rise in the population. 
Shake flask culture of the two clones demonstrated that the growtli rate of tlie P~ 
cells is greater by a factor of 2 compared to the growth rate of the P^ cells. These 
experiments also revealed that the plasmid is extremely unstable in the absence of 
selection pressure wi th no jDlasmid detected after about 90 h m culture. Dehalogenase 
activity was not measured in the shake flask experiments, therefore the actual rea.son 
lor plasmid loss is uncertain since under these conditions instability could have been 
a result of nutrient l imitat ion ratlier than gene expression levels which were unknown. 
The addition of the substrate analogue MC-'A, to the shake flasks stabilised the plasmid 
for nearly 200 h. The reason for this is not known since so little is known of the 
organism's physiology. Gene repression is one suggestion since this does normally 
stabilise plasmids. However since there were no activit.y measurements in the cultures 
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this can not be proved. 
Alternatively there is the possibility that a mutant has arisen in the population which 
is glycollate tolerant, there is no evidence to confirm hypothesis. However there is 
some evidence to suggest a more stable variant has arisen in the population. The 
P"*" popu lation are never ful ly lost f rom a fermenter (Primrose et al 1984 ) and 
the upsurge in activity and improved stability suggests a more competitive and more 
stable strain. 
Since i t has been discovered that the plasmid is lost due to high expression levels 
of the gene, i t seems appropriate at this stage to insert inducible promoters. This, 
coupled with suitable fermentation ])rotocols should increase the plasmid stalDility 
and im]3rove the efficiency of the process. 
W i t h regard to strain suitability, the better strain to use would be the 316 AJJ-
23 beca.use the 316 NCIB11767 is too prone to the development of natural antibiotic 
resistance and in it's present unstable sta.te would be extremely difficult to work with. 
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3 CLONES OF 316 NCIB11767 ON S2 A N D P Y R U V A T E 
Growth Rates (h ^) 
DAY 
1 0.22 0.25 0.345 
2 unknown unknown 0.6 
316 NCIB11767 O R I G I N A L CLONE 




316 AJl-23 ON S2 A N D PYRUVATE ; 316 AJl-23 ON S2, PYRUVATE AND MCA 
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